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Classified 


Section 1 -Dad Chris Essex’s report on Tuesday incident 

 Report: On 21, January 2020 three-year old Alex Essex’s (further time be referee to as simply  
Alex) father Chris heard sounds over the baby monitor. Chris walked into the kitchen where he 

noticed trash, Anya the dog, and Jack the cat’s food was dumped across the kitchen floor. 
Alex was standing at the counter playing with the Shark Ion robot vacuum when Chris caught 
him. Chris yelled “what did you do? Waking Ami Essex. Chris said it took him and Ami an hour 

to clean up Alex’s mess. 


Section 2 - Mom Ami Essex’s report on Tuesday incident  

Report: On 21, January 2020 Ami Essex woke up hearing her husband, Chris, yelling ‘What did 
you do. Ami came out of the bedroom in a mostly asleep and shocked state. Ami observed 

trash, dog food, and cat food on the living room and dining room floor. At this point Alex was 
crying because he was caught in the act. Ami asked Chris where they would even start. 


Timeline 

7:40 a.m. - Chris Essex heard sounds he described as coffee cups clinking in the kitchen. He 
noticed Ami was still in bed and immediately knew something was off. 


7:41 a.m. - Chris walked into the kitchen and noticed Alex standing over the Shark Ion robot 
vacuum and the mess on the floor. 


7:42 a.m. - Ami woke-up and walked into the kitchen also noticing the same mess. 
Questioning where the clean-up would begin. 


7:42 a.m. - Alex was placed in time-out for the entirety of the clean-up process. 


9:00 a.m. - Parents complete clean-up process. Alex is forced to watch news and kept from 
his playroom for the entirety of the morning - leading up to his nap. 
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After Action Report 

The Department of Parenting recommends extra efforts to detain Alex Essex in one section of 
the home, keeping him from going into the kitchen/dining room area without ensuring parents 

Chris and Ami Essex are awake first. 
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